
Murder template 

Issue: Is [accused] liable for murder? 

The events took place in [insert location]. The jurisdiction for this offence is NSW, hence the Crimes 

Act 1900 NSW applies. For [insert name of accused] to be found guilty of murder under s [insert 

relevant section of offence] of the Crimes Act 1900 NSW, the prosecution must prove beyond 

reasonable doubt (Woolmington) that a voluntary act caused the death of [insert name of victim] 

and it was done with either reckless indifference to human life, with the intent to kill or inflict 

grievous bodily harm. 

The relevant conduct is [accused – conduct causing death of victim] 

1. Actus Reus Elements  

 

a) Identify the conduct  

The act done/relevant conduct done by [accused] was [conduct causing death of victim] 

b) Was the act which caused death voluntary? – may be non-contentious 

Rule: There exists a presumption that all acts are voluntary, in that they are all willed (Ryan v R). 

However, there are three ways in which an act may be involuntary: 

 Criminal act was an accident  

 Act was caused by reflex action  the act was founded on external cause rather than 

intention (Ryan) 

 Conduct performed whilst accused was in a state of impaired consciousness 

o Dissociative state/automatism  must have risen as a reaction to external factors 

including stress (R v Falconer) 

If the accused is intoxicated, this cannot be taken into account when assessing voluntariness, 

pursuant to s 428G(1), as their intoxication was self-induced.  Self-induced intoxication cannot 

render conduct involuntary (s 428A Crimes Act). 

[Application] 

 

c) Was the victim a human person? [may be a non-contentious issue] 

Rule: As per R v Hutty, a human being is considered fully born when it is completely delivered from 

the body of its mother and has a separate and independent existence, in that it does not derive its 

power of living from its mother. Further, s20 of the Crimes Act 1900 asserts that a child is considered 

to have been born alive if it has breathed and has been wholly born into the world, whether it has 

had an independent circulation or not.   

[Application] 

d) Did the act of the accused caused the death of the victim? – Causation  

The prosecution must prove that the conduct caused the victim’s death. Causation is a question of 

fact for the jury who are expected to apply their common sense (Campbell v The Queen). [use 

common sense test if very simple case – if uncontentious] 



[For more complex cases, use causation tests, otherwise, just stick with Campbell]. The leading case 

for causation is Royall. In this case, the court found that causation could be established if [use one of 

the three causation tests] 

Test 1: Substantial Cause test – Royall  for complex cases [for more than one cause] 

The act done by the accused must be so connected to the death that it is regarded as having a 

substantial causal effect. There may be no single cause of death, but if the accused’s conduct is a 

substantial or significant cause, that will be sufficient given relevant intent to sustain a conviction of 

murder. (Royall) 

[Where NAI argued, then use Tests 2 and 3] 

Test 2: Reasonable foreseeability test  

This test considers whether the consequences of the accused’s conduct were reasonably 

foreseeable, and whether or not the victim’s response to the accused’s conduct was objectively 

reasonable? (Royall) 

Test 3: Natural Consequence Test  

This test asserts that where the conduct of the accused induces in the victim a well-founded 

apprehension of physical harm such as to make it a natural consequence that they would seek to 

escape. If they are injured in the course of escaping, the injury is caused by the accused’s conduct. 

(Royall) 

e) Are there any intervening acts – novus actus interveniens? 

There are two types of intervening acts: acts of the victim and acts of the third party. 

Acts of Victim Acts of Third Party  

1) Seeking to escape violence  

 Attempt at self-preservation must be 
reasonable and proportionate to 
conduct of accused and the feat it was 
likely to have induced (Royall) or else 
no NAI 

 If attempt is well-founded or 
reasonable in circumstances, and 
attempt was natural consequence of 
accused’s behaviour, then no NAI 

2) Failure to seek medical advice  

 Some injuries may not lead to death 
unless victim refused or failed to take 
medical advice  

 R v Bingapore – no NAI only loss of 
possible opportunity of avoiding death 

3) Suicide  

 Act of third party will  only be 
considered NAI when it is a voluntary 
act – free, deliberate and informed 
(R v Pagett) 

 Held: a reasonable act of self-
preservation, being itself an act caused 
by the accused’s own act does not 
operate as NAI 

 Medical cases  only most 
extraordinary cases will medical 
treatment break shain of causation  
(R v Cheshire) 

 R v Jordan – victim stabbed, death 
caused by antibiotics. Held – treatment 
palpably wrong, could be NAI 

 

 

2. Concurrence [may not need to discuss this] 



There is no conviction for murder unless the prosecution can prove that the act which caused the 

death was one of those done with the necessary intent – Meyers v R  

3. Mens Rea Elements  

[Rule] As per s18 of the Crimes Act 1900, the mens rea for murder takes three major forms: intent to 

kill, intent to inflict GBH and reckless indifference to human life. 

a) Intent to kill 

[Rule] As per He Kaw Te, intent is defined as the decision to bring about a particular result. The 

prosecution must prove that the accused intended death to ensue from the conduct (La Fontaine v 

The Queen).  

[Application] 

b) Intent to inflict GBH  

[Rule] GBH is defined as any permanent or serous disfiguring of the person, destruction of a foetus 

or grievous bodily disease (s 4(1) Crimes Act). DPP v Smith extends that definition to ‘really serious 

injury’. 

[Application] 

c) Reckless indifference to human life  

[Rule] If intention is not accepted, the prosecution should be able to prove reckless indifference to 

human life. It must be proved that the accused acted/omitted to act with reckless indifference to 

human life (s 18(1)(a) Crimes Act). The prosecution is required to prove that the accused adverted to 

the fact that the probable consequence of their actions was death, and that, despite this, they took 

the risk of death of occurring (Royall). NOTE: the foresight muse be of death 9Crabbe) 

[Application] 

4. Intoxication – only if applicable  

[Rule] Intoxication may be taken into account as a partial defence in regards to the MR of murder, 

since murder is a specific intent offence (s 428B(2)). Self-induced intoxication may be taken into 

account for specific intent offences (s 428C(1)) unless the accused had already resolved to commit 

the act before becoming intoxicated –s 428C(2)(a).  

[Application]  

5. Defences 

Instances where there is an event/cause that mitigates what happens from murder to manslaughter. 

 Extreme provocation – s23 Crimes Act : if it appears that act causing death was in response 

to extreme provocation and the jury would have found the accused guilty of murder, the 

jury is to acquit the accused of murder and find the accused guilty of manslaughter  

 Substantial impairment by abnormality of mind – s 23A 

 Infanticide – s 22A 

 Excessive self-defence – s 421 

6. Conclusion  

Hence, it is likely that a jury would/wouldn’t find [accused] liable for murder because [?] 



Constructive murder  

The court will construe murder without regard to MR elements if the act/omission that caused the 

death happened in the attempt, during or immediately after the commission of a crime punishable 

by 25 years or life in prison – s18(1)(a)  

Munro 

 HLED: Act of accused causing death was done during or immediately after the committing of 

a life sentence crime  

As long as the act was done in the process (Mraz v The Queen). Intention to commit other 

offences is sufficient to satisfy MR of murder. (Mraz) 

 


